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UNDERSTANDING THE NATURE OF SCIENCE 

1. Modern scientists can solve more c omplicated problems than 
the scientists of the past because they 

A. know that many of the ideas of earlier scientists were 
wrong. 

E. have more imagination than earlier scientists. 
C. can build on the ideas end discoveries of earlier scientistR. 
D. are more intelligent than earlier scientists. 
E. receive a better education than earlier scientists. 

2 . Betty is planning an experiment on the conditions required f or 
seeds to germinate, She knows that they need water and air and 
thinks that warmth and light may also be necessary . She plans 
to set up one experiment in which seeds of various kinds are given 
water and air in a warm light place. 
What other experiments should she set up? 

A. One other in which the seeds are without water and air and 
are kept in a cold, dark place. 

B. One other in which the seeds are without water and ai r and 
are kept in a cold, light place. 

C. One other in which the seeds have water and air and are 
kept in a cold, dark place. 

D. Two others; one in which the seeds have water and air and 
are kept in a cold, light place, and one in which the seeds 
have water and air and are kept in a warm, dark place. 

E. T'wo others, one in which the seedG have water and air and are 
kept in a cold, dark place and one in which the seeds ar e 
without water and air and are kept in a warm. light place . 

3. All the following play some part in scientific discovery, but 
one of them is more characteristic of scientific investigation 
than the others. Which one is it? 

A. Measurement and calculation. 
B. Using complicated apparatus. 
c. Making experimental measurements more accurate. 
D. Checking through the work of earlier scientists. 
E. Testing ideas by observation and experiment. 

4. Scientific discoveries have come from 
A. many countries of the world. 
B. only countries with big industries. 
C. only countries with large populations . 
D. almost all the countries with free education for all . 
E. only countries where the governments finance research. 
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In the past, important scientific discoveries were made by 
clergymen, statesmen , businessmen, and others who worked on 
science as amateurs. Why i3 this less true today? 

A. Men in other professions are less interested in science 
today than they used to be. 

~ . Scientific research today requires many years of specialised 
preparation and training. 

C. Important discoveries cannot be made today without expensive 
equipment, whioh only aoientiata possess. 

n. Only professional scientists have the abilities needed to make 
important discoveries. 

E. Everyone now h~s to work so hard at his own job that there 
is not time to work on soienoe as an amateur. 

6. We do experiments when we are learning soienoe because 

A. experi ments are used to test ideas by experience. 
B. experiments enable us to learn better. 
C. experiments make learning more interesting. 
D. we oan show that we all get the same results. 
E. it is important to learn to handle apparatus skilfully. 

7. Why should one make a writt en note of all the observations made 
when carrying out a aoientifio investigation? 

A. One might forget them, and they may turn out to be important 
later. 

B. It is a good way to train powers of observation. 
C. It tra i ns one to think clearly and write accurately. 
D. Good eoientiste always do it. 
E. One is supposed to have a complete record of what one has 

done. 

8 • .Which of the tpllowing is the most complete statement of what 
aoientists study? 

A. Atoms, radiations, life. 
~. Subetenoes, energy, living things.
C. Metter, spaoe, waves. 
D. Plants, animals, mioro- organisms. 
E. Molecules, earth, stars. 

9. Whioh one of the following is the best description of a 
soientifio experiment? 

A. Measurements made to find the value of a phytioal constant 
to a greater degree of aoouraoy. 

B. Observations ~ede to learn more about natural phenomena. 
C. Observations made under controlled oonditione to test a 

given hypothesis. 
D. Studies made with eoientifio equipment to verify natural laws. 
E. Measurements made under speoified oonditions to support crude. 

unaided observations. 
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10. A scientist predicted that an experiment would c ome out in 3 

cert~in way. When he did the experiment, t he res u l t ~a3 dif
ferent rrom what he expected . As a scientist, which of t he 
follouing would be his most likely reaction? 

A. "I should not h:}ve m·1 de a prediction before try i :1g out 
the experiment." 

]3, "I will improve the experiment and made it c ome out i n 
the way I predicted." 

C. "If I had better equipment .for tne ex-periment, I would 
get the right results." 

D. "lf I practise long enough, it will C()me out in the way 
I want it to.'1 

E. "Something was wrong either with my pre:dic t iont t he exper i 
ment, or my observations." 

ll. When new evidence that doe~ not fit into a well-established 
scientific theory appears, which one of the following do 
scientists usually do? 

A. Discard the theory and produce a new one . 
B. Modify the evidence in such a way that it does fit the 

theory. 
C. Keep the theory because it has proved us eful and ignore 

the new evidence. 
D. Change the theory in such a way that the evidence can fit it. 
E. Design experiments to refute the new evidence. 

12 . The test c,f the validity ,J .f a scientific tr.eor y 1.s t hat ~hP theor:· 

A. makes it easy to under3tand the world we live in. 
B. stimulates further scientific investigation. 
c. gives a simple picture of a complicated pattern of natural 

events . 
D. makes a clear distinction between what are facts and whid 

are beliefs. 
E. explains all the known facts related t o certain phenomena. 

13. An astronomer in Australia reports that he has seen evidence of 
plant growth on the planet Venus. Scientists will accept this 
report as important evidence if 

A. other independent observationa confirm the report. 
B. the species of plants have been identified. 
C. the Australian government certifies the observation as correct. 
D. other astronomers agree that there is oxygen on Venus . 
E. the astronomer in Australia is a biologis t a s well as an 

astronomer . 



lJ. ~hioh of the following is the principal aim of scientific 
investigation? 

A. To verify what has already been discovered about th~ 
physical universe . 

B. To describe and explain natural phenomena in terms of 
principles and theories . 

C. To discover, collect and classify os many facts as possibl~ 
about inanjmate and animate natu.re. 

D. To provide the people of the world with the means for 
leading happier lives. 

E. To make the world more technologically advanced and so do 
without hard physical labour. 

15- J ohn Smith ie a very imaginative young person. If he does not 
become a scientist, what is the most likely explanation?, 

A. He might not want to give up his freedom of thought. 
B. Imaginative people usually become artists or writers. 
C. He might like some other fiel d of work better than science. 
D. Science is too factual and gives no scope for the imagination. 
E. A scientist has t o b e objective which is impossible if one 

is ima gina tive. 
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UNJ)ER.STANDING THE NATURE OF SCIENCE 

l. Which of the following i'.1 the most complete ~tatement of ·.:hat 
scientists study? 

A. Atoms, radiations, life. 
B. Subst~nces, energy, living thlngs. 
C. Matte ~, space, waves. 
D. Plants, animals, micro-organisms. 
E. Molecnles, earth, stars. 

2 . Whioh of the following is the best description of a scientific 
law? 

A. A gootl guess about how things happen in hature. 
B. A rule that a scientist follows when he is working. 
C. A statement that summarises simil ir events in nature. 
D. A concise summary of the results of an experiment in 

mathematical terms. 
E. A desoription of natural events by the use of theoretical 

ideas. 

~- Gay-Luesac carried out many experiments with gases and observed 
that when gases are heated, their volumes always increase in the 
same way provided t hat the pressure remains the same. Gay-Lussac 
expressed this by saying, "at constant pressure, the volume of 
a given mass of gas varies directly with th~ temperature. 11 His 
statement is an example of 

A. the formulation of a scientific theory. 
B. the testing of a scientific hypothesis. 
C. the statement of a scientific law . 
D. a deduction from kinetic theory. 
E. stating the result of a scientific experiment. 

4, Which on of the following is the be3t description of a scientific 
experiment? 

A. Measurements made to find the value of a physical constant 
to a greater degree of accuracy. 

B. Observations made to learn more about natural phenomena. 
C. Observations made under controlled conditions to test a 

given hypothesis, 
D. Studies made with aoientific equipment to verify natural laws. 
E. Measurements mgde under specified conditions to support crude, 

unaided observations. 

If a botanif:t wants to determine the factors that contribute to the 
growth of a certain plant, which of the f ollowing things would be 
least likely to help him? 

A. 'L'o 'formul '\ L~ an hypothesis based on " he thinks the f actors are. 
n. To find the mathema',ica1 equation that, r1.ts the plant I s .,; rO'.vth curve 
C. To think about the factors that contrihute to the r, row:h o-r o ther 

plants. 
D. To look the subject up in the library. 
E. To talk hie problem over with other botanists. 
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1 , . A scientist predicted th9t an experiment would oome out in acer
tain way. When he did the experiment, the result was different 
from wh, t he expected. As a scientist, which of thA following 
would be his mo., t likely reaction? 

A. "I should not have made a prediction before trying out the 
experiment." 

1l . "I will improve the experiment and make it come out in the 
way I predicted." 

C. "If I had better equipment for the experitl'.lent, I would get 
the right results. 

D. "If I practise long enough, it will come out in the way I 
want it to. 11 

E. ''Something was wrong either with my prediction, the experiment, 
or my observations.'' 

?. When new evidence that does not fit into a well-established 
s,cientific theory appears, which one of the following do 
scientists usually do? 

A. Disoard the theory and produoe a new one. 
B. Modify the evidence in such a way that it does fit the theory. 
C. Keep the theory because it has proved useful and ignore the 

new evidence. 
D. Medif'y the theory in such a way that the evidence oan fit it. 
E. Design experiments to refute the new evidence. 

8. Which one of the following best describes the purpose of a scien
tific theory? 

A. It provides the final answer to a scientific question . 
B. It gives directions for making use of scientific discoveries. 
C. It relates facts and explains different natural events. 
D. It suggests good methods for carrying out soientifio experiments. 
E. It implies the que::iti1Jns that lead to further important exp ,.·ri

ments. 

9. In the 17th century, Newton formul3ted his laws of motion and the 
theory of universal gravitation, which were eventually accepted 
by all physicists. In the 20th oentury, Einstein proposed the 
much broader theory of relativity, whioh physicists have now 
generally accepted. Physioista today consider Newton•s ideas as 

A. mistaken because of Newton's limited experience. 
E. concepts that can be contained within Einstein' theory. 
c. applicable only to physical events in the solar system. 
D. superior to Einstein's beoau3e they oan be used to solve 

many physical problems. 
E. historically interesting but no longer of much value . 
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10. An astronomer in Austra l ia reports that he has s een e ·1 idence of 
pL:int gro vtl1 or th, planet Venus . Scien ti ,, ts will e: c c,~pt • '1 i s 
report as import 1nt evidence if 

~- oth~r independent observatt0ns confirm th~ T~p, ~t. 
B. the species of plants have been identified . 
C. the Australian government certifies the observation 9G ~orrect . 
D. other astronomers agree thn t there is oxygen on 'fenus. 
E. the a8tronomer in Australia is a biologist as well as an 

as'GJ.onome.r. 

21 . Which of the following i ~ the principal aim of scientific 
investigation? 

A. '.l'c, varify whc:1t .1t1.;; 1:tlrecici.y l.lt:!~t.1 uiscovered about the -ph:rs1.cal 
unive,rse. 

~. To describe and explain natural phenomena in terms of 
principles and the theories. 

C. To discover, collect and classify as many facts as possible 
about inanimat~ and animate nature. 

D. To provide the people of the world with the means for leading 
happier lives . 

E. To make the world more technologically advanced and so do 
without h~rd physical lqbour. 

12 . If we ask an astronomer to explain why some stars vary in their 
apparent brie-htness, he will mo · t like ly giYe his explanation in 
terms of 

A. the logical necessity for some stars at least to vary i ~ 
brightness. 

B. accepted scientific laws and principles. 
C. precise mathematical formulae and e~uations. 
D. verifj,t"d aetrc:-nomi~al ,~i:ita. 
E. the theory of the expanding universe. 

13. John Smith is a very imaginative young person. If he does not 
become a scientist, wh,t is the most likely ~xpl~nation? 

~. He might not want to give up his freedom of thought . 
B. Imaginative people usually become artists or writers . 
C. Re might like some other field of work better than science . 
D. Science is too factual and gives no scope from the imagination. 
E. A scientist has to be objective which is impossible if one 

is imaginative. 



• ' . To<'h.Y, pi.,· .i.~ists of aeveral or,untriFs arr;! worki"l(J 0'1 e"'perimrnts
t'J determint:' w'hether or not c11F• of Einstein I s theories correc tl.Y 
;~redicts th.., ,,ffect of grl)vit,v on light. Thi; work best illus
trates the f~ct th~t 

.·, . an impot·~ ,nt functi 0n of 'i theory is to st.imula~P r•~:J• ·arc . 
~ it is important to have an ~ccurate value for the v0locitJ 

of li :Jht . 
c. space tr~vel has uncove ·e1 new facts thnt need explanation. 
D. it t k1s ~ lane tim8 befo ·ea theory is r~und to be general! 

,.. 'l<'C'·~t .... o· 
... somP pl?::>'?le ,,,.i.11 =11.w::iys d mb t tt·- value of nny ~· ..ncor .• 

lJ. The 1,co_::d modi!l t~·Js ;1 sµecial rneanin~ in science➔ and modP.ls pla;r 
an important part in scientific thinking. An example of~ 
scientific m,,de~ i:, ''th 1~ a to11 is like a miniature solar system 
composed of electrons in orbi '·s round a nucleus containing pro
tons and neut~ons". Which of the following statements about 
scientific models is NOT cor1·uct? 

A. Models are mental images and may not represent reality. 
B. Models contain as few asslmptions as possible. 
C. Models represent what scientists could see with very power

.ful instruments. 
D. Models are only tuntative and may be modified or disca~ded. 
E. Models are useful because they express the unknown in terms 

of the kn:)Wn. 



POPULATION I\f CHEMISTFY- Pfu\lSICAL (N~tj onal Option ) 
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~orrect ReS£Olli3e Behaviour Categor.x 

II 

§ou1'ce 

1.24 

Marlcs 
.\.I.K. 11 . 

A. ,J.R, T. II 8 
2 ,r . iL S . V. II ~.26 4 

3X E.I-L II 2.27 
y D. G . , II 

z D.H. II 

'110 tal 

6 

18 

Summary of Behaviour Categories 
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II 

III 

0 

18 0 

12 
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Practical Pen 
and 

Paper 

0 

18 

12 

30 
Total 
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POPUM.'rIJ" 1 IV F~!Y::iic-~ rRAC t'JC/\L (National Gp1..:.01.) 

Ite1n Jorrec t Res pon.sc BehD viour Catego:i.:z Source Ma1.'ks 

l A. I 1. 25 1 

C I 1. :>6 1 

3 E III 1. 7 1 

n III l. )8 1 

') JI I + III , III . 31 l If tr = I I- III '·Ii t •·1. r1 ');~ 

-ryJ-; - or I + III = IV l If II = TIT OT T .l. IJ1 LV 
(not both) ', .L 1· ~11 .... :i:.f 

'v = n + VII 1 If V = VI + \I'll wit 1in •. ( .l:) 

G A III ~.3 -2 1 

7 1. .]<1 tn 1.52 II ,. . 33 l 

Total 9 x 2 to bring clo ~e ~ 
the biolo·"".'' ~-1cl 
:lv'!rni.•31, ·,. R· 

Summary of :Behaviour Categories 
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II l J 1 
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SECTION 2 ( FOR POPULATION II) 

UNDERSTANf 'TG THE NATURE 0:51 SCIENCE 

ANSWER CODE 

1. C * 9, C

2. 
; 

D * 10. E

3. E * 11. D 

4. A 12. E 

5. B 13. A 

6. A . 14. 13 

1. A - 15. (' 

-It e. B 

* Anchor item with Population IV 
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3Er.T ION 2 (FOR POPULATION IV) 

UNDERf:TANDING THE NATURE OF SCIENCE 

ANSWER CODE 

1. D 9. C 

2 . C "- 10. A 

3. <,; ;:: 11. B 

. I 

4. C 12. ]3 

5- B 13. C 

, r; , r,: 14 . A 

-11- 7, D 15. C 

8 . C 

An1.1hor i telLS ,~:. t: . f'r;pu).o .i.rm J. l 




